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PÓLYA PEAKS AND THE OSCILLATION OF
POSITIVE FUNCTIONS

DAVID  DRASIN1  AND DANIEL F.  SHEA2

Abstract. A new proof is given of the existence of Pólya peaks

of an (increasing) function g{t). This approach yields several appli-

cations, including a characterization of those/? for which ^ can have

peaks of order p.

Introduction. Many results in function theory depend upon growth

properties of increasing functions. For example, the proof of Nevanlinna's

second fundamental theorem ultimately depends on some form of a simple

but elegant growth lemma due to Borel [11, p. 38]. In recent years, much

progress has come from a systematic exploitation of the "Pólya peaks" of

an increasing function of finite lower order.

If g is a positive increasing function on [/„, oo), sequences rn, sn—>-<x> such

that

(1) ■*& ^ U)\l + «U       ia~\ ^ t ^ anrn),
g(r„)      \rj

(2) -^ ^ (-T{1 - <y       ia~\ ^ t ^ ansn)

hold for some an—>-oo, <5„—»O are called Pólya peaks of order p, of the first

and second kinds respectively, forg. This definition is due to A. Edrei, who

has used these peaks to find a variety of interesting function-theoretic

results; see for example [3], [4], [5]. Edrei has shown [4] that peaks of the

first kind exist for every p in ¡x^p^p where

(3) ^BmmptaU©      ^ = liminf!ogj(i)
i-oo      log t i^oo     log t

denote the order and lower order of g. When p< oo, the existence of peaks

of the first kind, order p = p, can be deduced from a growth lemma of
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Pólya ([11, p. 101], [14]). In [15], Edrei's ideas are adapted to show the

existence of peaks of the second kind.

The original methods of Pólya [14] show that, for a convolution trans-

form

JXt)?(4) G(x) =Jo giÛk^jj       (0<x< oo),

with k nonnegative and sufficiently well behaved near 0 and oo,

(5) liminf^^£0>)^limsup^;
*-"»   g(0 *-»   g(t)

here p is given by (3) and £(p)= f£° &(/)i_''~1 dt denotes the Mellin trans-

form of A: at p. Edrei's methods improve (5) by replacing p by any number

p for which g has Pólya peaks of order/) and k(p)< oo. Appropriate choices

of g and k (cf. [14, pp. 177-180], [8], [4], and item (iii) below) yield inter-

esting value-distribution properties of entire and meromorphic functions.

It is thus of interest to obtain an intrinsic characterization of those/? for

which Pólya peaks of order p exist, one more manageable than that

implied by (1) and (2). Consider

Pi = if- (1) holds for some an -> oo, <5„ -> 0},

set /«1=inf{/) e px) and p1 = sup{/) e pA, and define ¡u2 and p2 similarly in

terms of peaks of second kind. Theorem 1 relates these notions to simple

oscillation properties of g itself.

Theorem 1.    Let g be positive on [t0, co), and such that

(6) g(x) > eg(t)(x¡t)K       (t0^t< x)

holds for some K> — oo and ó>0. Define

I g(Ax)
(7) P* = sup p:limsup = co

{        x.A^oo    AVg(x)

(8) «, = inf|p:lim inf-= 0}.

Then g has Pólya peaks of first and second kind of order p (< oo) if and

only if

(9) f¿*ÚPÚ P*-

Thus p1 — p2=pi(, pi1=fx2=/Li^. It is obvious directly from (7) and (8)

that ¡x and p, defined in (3), satisfy

(10) K^f**^fi^p£p*<ao
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where K is the constant in (6). Simple examples show that any combination

of equality and inequality in (10) is possible.

The weak tauberian condition (6) is equivalent to the one used in [1] and

[2]. Although in many applications of Pólya peaks one considers only in-

creasing g, our methods apply just as well to g satisfying (6); that some

condition like (6) is necessary in Theorem 1 may be seen e.g. fromg(/)=

exp(/ sin /).

At the end of this paper, Theorem 1 is applied to give a new proof of a

result of Edrei and Fuchs. For the present, we record that the definitions

(7), (8) of ¡jl^ and p* are relevant in several other contexts:

(i) When pic<co, it follows directly from (6) and (7) that

(11) gix)< Cgit)ixltf       ip*<ß,C = Ciß);t0^t<x).

Inequalities like (11) are often needed in tauberian problems to estimate

the "tails" of convolutions (4); see for instance [2, §§ 4 and 5] where these

ideas are decisive, and [9, §8].

(ii) When g is positive, measurable and regularly varying (in Kara-

mata's sense) so that for each fixed A>0 lim^^ giAx)lgix)=Ap for some

p, the estimate

(12) A»-* < giAx)lgix) < A»+°       ie>0;x>xo,A^A0)

is classical and useful ([9], [13]). A glance at our definitions (7) and (8)

shows that the class of positive functions with p,^,=p^=p is precisely the

class for which (12) holds.

(iii) Finally, we give a typical application to function theory (compare

Theorem 1 of [5]). Let/(z) be an entire function normalized by/(0)=l,

and let M(/,/) = max9|/(/e¿9)|, £(/,/)=minfl|/(/eie)|. The method of

Denjoy-Kjellberg [12] shows (implicitly on pp. 193-196 of [12]) that if

0<a< 1, there exist positive constants /c(a) and C(<x) with

CR dt
{log Ut,f) - cos Tra log MitJ)} —

Jr t

(13) > ,, JogM(r,f) \ogM(4R,f)
= fc(a)-~*- C(a)-J.-

when 0<r<R. Thus, if p.* [defined in (8) with g(/)=log M(t,f)\ is less

than one, the left side of (13) is positive for a e iptt,, 1 ) for arbitrarily large

r, Rjr and so

,. log Ljt, f) ^
lim sup-> cos ttu±.

t^*    log MitJ)'
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This is a sharpened form of the classical "cos 77p theorem" which does not

involve the order or lower order off.

1. One-sided peaks.   Our existence theorem for Pólya peaks will be a

simple consequence K>f

Theorem la.   Let g be positive and continuous on [t0, co), and such that

(6) holds there. Let x„, An->cc be given, and define pn by

(1.1) g(Anxn)/g(xn) = A?       (n ^ 1).

Then there exist sequences rn, r'n, sn, s'„, an all tending to 00 and en, r5„J,0

such that

(1.2)

(1.3)

(1.4)

g(rn)

g(t) J t \v"a+£")

< {! + <>»}(-) (a?rn £ t £ r„),

■-?< {I + ôn}l-\ (K^t^anK),
O \r'Jg(r'n)

8(0 ^

g(0

gW ^ f1      . JtY"^

(f \»n(1+£n'

-J (a;1«,, ^ ? ̂  s„),

Proof.   Assume first that (6) holds with

(1.6) K = 1,

so that

(1.7) liminfj>„^l.
n-*oo

Choose e„<l, e„|0 so slowly that Acn"^co. Define

(1.8) rn = inf íe[x„, 4„xJ:
g(0     ̂

g(A*n) "

/_j_Y"(i-'»)i
^n*»/ I

by (1.1), r„>xB. The point of this choice of rn is explained by the following

estimate: for xn^f^rn,
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Thus if rJx„-+co,  we  can  set an=rjxn  and  (1.2)  follows.  When

liminf{z-„/;cn}<co, we deduce from (1.8) and (1.1) that

g(rn)     giAnxn)   gjrn)

gi*n)        gixj   g(Anxn)

a)

and thus

(1-11) girn)lgixn) > AT"-

Now choose yn i<xn for all large zz, by (1.7)) so that

(1-12) irJynYJ1-^ = girn)lgixn).

Thus (1.11) and (1.7) imply

(1-13) rjyn > A'n» -* co,

and by (6), (1.6) and (1.12)

(114)    ^ ^  u^'   &-s/a^
g(rn)     àgirn)     b\rj

Putting zn=minixn, á-1'""'^»'/«), we have from (1.13) and (1.7) that

rJzn-+co (zj->-oo), and from (1.14) and (1.9) that

g(t)lg(rn) ^ (t¡rny¿x-^ (zn^t^ rn).

This proves (1.2), with an=rjzn and ôn=0.

The proof of (1.3) is easier; define

(1.15) r'n = supí/ E [xn, Anxn}:^\ ^ (-f
I g(xn)      \xj

Then we have from (6), (1.6), (1.1) and (1.15) that

ô < ë(/lnXn> = Al" pu = psíü) ^;e"î'»,

go;)        W        v >•; /

so that by (1.7),

(1.16) ¿ÄK ^ tiAi"*** - co       (»->«>)
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for some r¡>0. Also, on rn^t^Anxn we have

(1.17) g(t)lg(r'n) = g(t)lg(xn)(xnlr'nY^+^ ^ (i/r;)»»<1+e«>,

and thus (1.3) is a consequence of (1.16) and (1.17).

To verify (1.5) one defines, analogously to (1.8),

(1.18) s; - supíí e [xn, Anxn]:^\ <> UV    "1,
\ g(xn)      \xj )

and proceeds as in the proof of (1.2). Finally, using

S„ = infjî e [xn, Anxn]:-2@- ^ (—í"'    "'],
I g(Anxn)      \Anxn/ )

(1.4) can be obtained in the same manner as was (1.3).

When g fails to satisfy (1.6), define h(t)=g(t)t1~K. Then the hypotheses

of Theorem la as well as (1.6) are satisfied by h, and the above proof

yields (1.2)—(1.5) with g replaced by h,pn replaced by qn=pn+l— K, and

ôn=0. Decreasing the an if necessary to achieve a^n=l+o(l) (n->-oo), the

conclusion of Theorem la follows easily.

2. Proof of Theorem 1.    From (1), (2) we find that there exist An, Bn,

xn, y„—>-<x> such that

litó < ! + 0(1) < ÉMÀ     (n^œj.
A*ng(xn) - - Blg(yn)

(Consider rn, an, a^rn if (1) holds, for instance.) Hence (9) is necessary

for (1) and (2).

For sufficiency, let/» (<oo) satisfy (9), and assume first that g is con-

tinuous. Choose An, x„->oo so that thepn in (1.1) satisfy pn-+p* (n—>-co),

and choose B„, yn-+<x> so that the qn defined by g(Bnyn)lg(yn)=Bl»

satisfy qn-^fi* («->co). Then there exist r¡nl0 such that

(2.1) p - r\n<pn,       qn<P + Vn       (« ^ 0-

Using the first inequality of (2.1) in (1.2), and decreasing the an if neces-

sary to achieve a^n+£"-*l, we find r*->oo such that

j(0 < r, , *, /lYîl~''n,<1"",
il + «(fe(r*l ~~ v '" \r*

(2.2) g(rJ      /tY "
= K ) (1 + 0(1)}       (à?r*£t£rZ).
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The second part of (2.1) used in (1.3) yields r'n-+co satisfying

g(t)    - f1   ,   .   /f\<»rt.m+..i

(23)
= (-T{1 + o(l)}       (r'n^t^ anr'n).

By passing to subsequences if necessary we may assume that r*<r'n, as well

as (2.2) and (2.3), holds for all zzj^l. Choosing rn e [/•£, r'n] by

(2.4) «&>-   sup  ¿Ó,
ln r„SiSrn   I

we have (1) when g is continuous. For the general case, put /„=/0+zz and

consider the step function

g„(x) =    sup    git)        (/„ < X < f„+1),
í„stsz„+i

g0(i„) = sup{g0(in+), g0(i„-)}       (n ^ 1).

It is not difficult to approximate g0 by a continuous function gx=go

satisfying (6) and such that the values of p*, ii# in (7), (8) are not altered

when g is replaced by g,. Further, if rn—*co satisfies (1) with gx in place of

g, then there exist Rne [rn-l, r„+l] such that ^(Ä„)~gi(«J~gi(rn)

(zz-^-co), and thus g satisfies (1) with rn replaced by Rn.

The proof of (2) uses (1.4) and (1.5) in an analogous manner.

3. An application. Theorem 1 allows a new interpretation, as well as a

short proof, of a result of Edrei and Fuchs ([6, Theorem 5], [7, Lemma A]).

Let/(z) be entire, of lower order p<co and order p (^co) and put

(3.1) Jf = Xif) = lim sup(zV(r, 0)/T(r,/)).
r-*oo

Edrei and Fuchs have shown ([3, Theorem 4a] [10, Lemma 9.2]) that, for

any integer <7^0,

(2 - FT - e)g(r) < (FT + e)A(q + 1)| SCoQV^J

+ B^jg(2s) + B^j+1g(2R)       (so(e) ^ s ^ \r ^ \R)

where g(t) = T(t,f), e>0 and A, B denote absolute constants. Using (1)

and an estimate [6, p. 302] for k(p—q), we obtain

F~if) ^ V   sup   -       ir¡ = absolute constant).
ß,Sv£p,      p
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Thus if Jf (/)<<5 for small enough ô, the fact that peaks exist throughout

the entire interval [/u*, p+] yields

I/«* — n\ < \,       p* - n* < I,

say, for some positive integer n.

Since g does not have Pólya peaks of order «+£, Theorem 1 implies that

there exist x0, A with g(u)u~n~liz^g(x)x~n~iri for all « and x which satisfy

x0<x^w/.4. For any x>x0, choose t e [x, Ax] with g(t)rn~ll2=

supx¿uaAx g(u)u~"~112, and it is then clear that each interval [x, Ax] has a

point / with

g^u-"-1'2 < g(t)rn~112     {t^u< oo).

This is essentially part II of Theorem 5 in [6], and part I may be obtained

similarly.

Added in proof. In a recent paper (Properties of Pólya peaks, Rocky

Mt. J. Math. 1 (1971), 649-656), H. Silverman states a necessary condition

for the existence of Pólya peaks of order p, namely: K<p-^Q., where k

and O are obtained as certain iterated limits (loc. cit., p. 651). It is not

difficult to see that in fact K=fjtJf and 0=p+; thus, by Theorem 1 above,

Silverman's condition is sufficient as well as necessary.
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